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Styrling Dart

Seeking to expand their customer base by appealing to low-income customers, Styrling put together a
cheap, robust weapon. Following the “no-frills” philosophy, this weapon is intended to be absolutely bare
bones. Made to accept cheaper, low caliber ammunition, the weapon is ineffective against targets that
are; armored, ID-SOL, large, and under the influence of powerful drugs. Instead, Styrling Development
gave the weapon an extremely high rate of fire by reducing the bolt's weight, allowing for a lethal
magazine dump into a target at close range. Owners should note that firing the weapon in full auto for
extended periods will degrade the weapon quickly, although those with enough money are easily able to
buy another one.

The weapons ergonomics are not too great. Being a compact weapon, the grip fits awkwardly in large
hands. And the trigger is known to slap the finger when fired. These flaws were intentionally left in the
weapon, as fixing them would undermine the weapons ability to be produced cheaply. They were also
deemed to be flaws easily overlooked by those who could not afford higher end firearms, but also reviled
by the private citizen who is able to buy higher end firearms, which serves to not undermine the demand
of other Styrling weapons.

Weapon Specifications

Nomenclature Information

Designer: Don John Manufacturer: Styrling Vervaardiging Date of Manufacturing: YE 31 Name: Styrling
Dart Type: Submachine Gun Role: CQB/Home Defense Gun. Length:11.5 inches, 20.5 inches with stock
extended. Barrel Length: 3 inches. Mass: 3.5 lbs ROF: 1150 Rounds/min

Appearance

Discharge Information
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Projection/ammo type: 7.65x18mm.

Firing Mechanism

Closed-bolt firing system: In a closed-bolt system, a round must first be chambered manually before the
weapon can fire. When the trigger is pulled, only the hammer and firing pin move, striking the cartridge's
primer and firing the bullet. The bolt then recoils far enough rearward to extract the empty shell and load
a new cartridge from the magazine into the firearm's chamber, ready to fire again once the trigger is
pulled.

Ammunition Description

Caliber: 7.65x18mm Effective Range 25 Meters. Maximum Range: 30 Meters. Muzzle Velocity: 1100 (FPS)
Muzzle Blast: Small, short flashes. Firing Mode: Semi-Automatic,Automatic Damage Description:Smaller
caliber rounds producing low damage fired individually and at long ranges. Damage:Tier 1, Light Anti-
Personnel Recoil:

Light

Ammo: 20 in magazine.

Weapon Mechanisms

Safety/Fire Mode Selector: Lever on side of weapon that flips up to cover ejection port and restrict the
side-mounted bolt's movement. Weapon Sight: Iron sights mounted on top of the weapon. Attachment
Hard Points: None.

Other

Field Maintenance Procedure: Field Maintenance Procedure: Wipe and clean after every mission,
taking care to scrub the barrel down and all moving parts, especially bolt, barrel and recoil spring.

Pricing: 140 DA

Replaceable Parts and Components:

20 round magazines (10 DA each).

Box of 40 rounds (10 DA each).

Box of 20 Hollowpoint rounds (One free with purchase, 30 DA each.).

Threaded barrel (45 DA).
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4“ Silencer (70 DA).
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